We open on a shot of the Razer Strider hybrid mouse mat floating in a grey void.

The camera zooms into the mat, revealing a revolving loop.

Dialogue: Two distinct forms, divided in philosophy.

The corner of a hard mat and corner of a soft mat float closer to make contact.

The camera zooms in on a microscopic level as they edge closer together.

Dialogue: Hard or soft.

A surface of hard metallic geometric shapes ebb and flow.

A surface of plush, circular globules push against each other.

A wave appears across the mat, as a green grid appears across its surface.

Dialogue: Speed or control.

A mouse zooms across a flat grid surface towards the horizon, flanked by hard, craggy rock formations.

A mouse floats across a flat dotted surface towards the horizon, flanked by rolling hills and circular floating rocks.

Dialogue: Yet one dares defy.

The mouse suddenly floats up and rotates upside down, switching gravity to land on the previous surface.

Dialogue: A blend of two styles, for the best of both worlds.

As the mouse races towards the horizon, the gap between both surfaces—one on the top and one on the bottom—narrows as if the sky itself is closing.

Dialogue: A fusion that goes beyond convention.

The camera zooms out to a revolving loop.

Dialogue: A hybrid in a class of its own.
A quick close-up of the mat’s underside reveals a hexagonal pattern, highlighted by green energy.

A close-up of the mat unrolling—the motion highlighted by green energy.

A close-up of the mat’s stitched edges, highlighted by green energy.

A close-up of the mat’s water-resistant surface, highlighted by rippling green energy.

The mat shimmers with a green grid pattern.

Dialogue: The Strider.

The mat’s hexagonal pattern zooms out.

Text appears: Anti-slip base

A circular green energy appears, emphasizing the mat’s rollable properties.

Text appears: Rollable and portable.

A series of green horizontal lines gravitate towards the center, building into a thicker and thicker line.

The shot zooms out to reveal the line as part of the mat.

Text appears: Anti-fraying stitched edges.

The mat’s surface ripples with green energy.

Text appears: Water-resistant.

Two different sizes of the Razer Strider float in a grey void—one long and rectangular, one short and squarish.

Text appears: Razer Strider.

Razer logo appears.